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SUMMARY OF RESULTS

It has been established that the dominant charge carrier for leakage current in the BaTiO3 based X7R

ceramic that we have measured is the electron. Galvanic cell measurements yield oxygen ion transport

numbers of essentially zero. The major effect of oxygen movement is not ionic current, but degradation.

,-. A generic degradation current-time curve is discussed. Two models for leakage current vs time are

presented: one based on oxygen vacancy (and conduction electron) increase; the other on grain boundary

barrier height reduction. Both predict exponential or near-exponential increase of leakage current with time,

which has been reported.

Reasons for the decrease in activation energy with degradation are discussed. This is attributed to

decrease in polaron hopping or grain boundary potentials, or both.

The role of grain boundaries (GB) is discussed in some detail. GB impedance depends on donor

"i density, grain boundary trap density, grain size and dielectric constant, and may or ma" -ot be significant

(i.e. > 0. 1eV) depending of values of these parameters. GB barrier height dependence on donor density

, and grain size is shown, for fixed values of the other parameters.

Complex impedance-frequency measurements are reported for several BaT0 3 based samples. What

is possibly GB resistance is evident on X7R type ceramic; this is not evident on NPO or Z5U type ceramic.

GB and contact resistance contributions are evident for Ba 1 .01Ti0 3 but not for Ba. 99Ti0 3. The utility of

voltage bias during impedance measurements is discussed, and shown to be valid for a varistor. This

technique will be applied to capacitor ceramic.

Measurements were completed on a set of X7R plates polished to thicknesses from 0.22 to 2.2 mm.

Ohmic and super-ohmic regions are evident on all I-V curves; the latter region is attributed to space charge,

and dependent on measuring ambient. Bulk and surface resistances don't depend on ambient, indicating

that the SCLC anbient sensitivity is an interfacial effect. Neither resistivity nor dielectric constant depend

on sample thickness.

The leakage current setup was automated, using an IBM PC-XT computer, Keithley 705 scanner and

" ,' 617 electrometer, and Okidata printer.

1. INTRODUCTION

The main goal of this program is to clarify fundamental (intrinsic) conduction mechanisms that exist

in high-K ceramic and to relate these to MLC capacitor degradation.
N¢.q
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Over this reporting period we have measured commercial capacitors and capacitor ceramic supplied

by Corning Electronics, and some BaTi03 discs supplied by Penn State. For these samples we have

attempted to clarify the nature of the charge carrier (using Galvanic cell measurements), the role of grain

boundaries (modelling and impedance-frequency measurements), and the electrode-ceramic interface. The

dependence of leakage current on time, the nature of the activation energy, and dielectric thickness are also

discussed.

2. NATURE OF LEAKAGE CURRENT

a) Charge Carrier

Since the main signature of MLC capacitor degradation is increased leakage current, we should know

as such as possible about the nature of that current and what causes it to increase with time under

temperature, voltage and other stress.

Electrical conductivity a is generally written as

cr = Yqll.tlN (I)

We should start by asking: What are the N, for a typical BaTi03 based ceramic? (Mobility will be addressed

later.) The N, can be electrons, holes and ions (cations, anions, vacancies). For an n-type solid, the main

carrier is usually the electron. However, for certain BaTi03 based material, due mainly to the known

movement of oxygen, and the often-seen 1.3eV activation energy, the oxygen vacancy is assumed to be the

current carrier. (See ref. 1, for example, related to commercial Z5U devices).

We have verified that for a commercial BaTiO3 based ceramic (X7R specification)*, the charge carrier

responsible for current is the electron. This conclusion was arrived at by conducting several measurements

on this ceramic, some of which have been discussed in earlier annual reports( 2 ). The principal techniques

are thermoelectric (which verified that the carriers are negative), and Galvanic, which verified that the carrier

is not oxygen (or oxygen vacancies.) These measurements were supplemented by measurements of leakage

current dependence on time, temperature and voltage, all of which are consistent with the electron carrier

model.

* Supplied by Coming Electronics
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The thermoelectric (Seebeck) measurements were already reported in detail(2 ,3 ). The reproducibly

negative and stable voltages generated verify that the mobile charge carrier is negative, and of constant

concentration over the time of measurement.

It should be noted that a negative Seebeck voltage can be generated in a p-type sample with ambipolar

conduction, if hole mobility is much less than that of the electron( 4 ). We do not feel that such is the case

here, although it is not an impossibility.*

The true test of ionic motion in a solid is mass transfer. If there is considerable movement of oxygen

and oxygen vacancies in BaTi0 3 based material (so as to make a contribution to equation 1), this should

be detectable in a Galvanic cell setup.

Such a setup was assembled; a schematic is shown in Figure 1(5,6). Two quartz tubes were mounted

vertically in a tube furnace (Thermolyne Type 21100). Different oxygen partial pressures were maintained

in the two tubes, between which a given sample is clamped. Samples were all about Icm. dia and 0.5- 1mm

thickness, with Pt electrodes (Engelhard Type 6926-unfluxed). A disc of single crystal Y20 3 modified

ZrO 2 (9.4MY 2 0 3) was used as an ion-conducting reference. BaTi03 ceramic discs obtained from Penn

State, and some commercial BaTi0 3 based blanks obtained from Coming electronics were measured.

Results are shown in Figure 2. The Zr02 disc generates a voltage nearly equal to that predicted by

the equation

V RT ln( P"2) (2)
4F P0'2

which is represented by the solid line in Figure 2. Experimental voltages may be a little low for the Zr02

because temperatures are also less than those where ZrO2 is normally used for oxygen sensing( 7 ).

No measurable voltage was detected in any of the BaTi0 3 based samples, over the temperature range

500-800°C. (Four discs from Penn State and two X7R types from Coming were measured). Oxygen

pdiffusion does not directly contribute to current at these temperatures, and probably not at lower

temperatures (i.e. near room temperature)( 7).

" The 1-1.3eV activation energy often measured for BaTi0 3 based matcrials( 1 3, 8 ) must be attributed

to electronic processes rather than ionic, unless those samples are in a totally different regirr

* This is a rather moot issue, since electrons will still dominate the conduction, and the solid will be
effectively n-type.

-3-
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That ions are not the main current carriers is also substantiated by leakage current measurements

versus time and voltage. For example, Figure 3 shows current vs time for a commercial X7R devicc under

increasingly severe stress over a period of 80 days. Note the constancy of the leakage current in all cases.

(This is typica1 of good devices, prior to degradation/failure.) Even at 8x rated voltage and 170'C, the

current is stable for 30 days (end of test.) If even a minor fraction of the current were due to oxygen

migration, the current would increase due to the increased number of conduction electrons. (See model later

in this section).

There have been many reports of space charge limited currents (SCLC) in BaTiO 3 materials(0), and

MIC capacitors( 2 ,3,8 ). Even though ionic SCLC has been reported( 9 ), we do not feel that the SCLC seen

in the BaTi0 3 materials is ionic because there would have to be a steady supply of ions (0=) supplied by the

cathode. It is much more likely that the SCLC is electronic, especially in view of the Galvanic

measurements discussed earlier.

E Lven though the leakage current is electroic, it is enhanced by oxygen migration as expressed by the

equation

0 = -02 + V6'+ 2e' (3)

.* whereby 2 conduction electrons are generated per ion. The electron concentration n in an MLC device

under stress therefore consists of two parts, n = nj + n2 , where nj is due to impurities and other donors

in the as-made material, and n2 is due to oxygen vacancies generated under stress, i.e. n2 = 21 V6 1. Then,

in the ohmic region, conductivity is given by a = q p, (ni + n2) where p, is electron mobility. Even

though donor impurities may move, segregate and change nt, the main time dependent effect will be an

increase in n,, (p, will also increase with time( 3 ), due possibly to grain boundary barrier height reduction -

%which is the case for the Zn0 varistor( 11), - or other causes).

I hus the current-time relation for an MILC capacitor can be represented generically as shown in

I:iure 4. In rerion I, conduction is governed by n1 , in region II by n2, with failure occurring in region Ill.

* Scveral comments can be made about the shape of this curve, a) The time scale depends on temperature,

voltage stres and t, pe of device. lhis is indicated in Figure 5, where the time scale shortens with increasing

stress. b) I hc initial decrease in current may extend over a long time period, prior to degradation. (lhis

is a decrcasine stcad. - state current: not the initial transient that is always seen when bias voltage is applied

, or increased). Such a decrease may be due to depolarization, to impurity migration, or to high field

-6-
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neutralization due to charge trapping(12), c) In region l1, the current is often seen to increase roughly

exponentially with time. We reported such a exponential time dependence for an X7R device in last year's

report(2 ), for high-K thick film capacitors(1 3 ), and for commercial Z5U devices( 2 , 14 ). There arc least two

independent models that can account for exponentially increasing leaking currcnts with time.

Model I

One model for an exponentially increasing leakage current with time is based on the following

assumptions:

(i) Current is proportional to conduction electron density;

-. B (ii) Conduction electrons are due to oxygen vacancies.

(iii) There is no supply of oxygen to replenish that which leaves.

For a sample of cross section A and thickness W, oxygen vacancy current I,,, can be expressed in two

forms:

lion = 2qWAd[Vo]/dt (4)

and

lion  2qAI_-6V (5)

where , = ion mobility, V = applied voltage, and the electric field is assumed uniform at V/W. These

equations give
',.

d - L  [v / ] (6)

dt P

Or, since we are assuming n, 2[ V6]

n,,

d2e ne  (7)

where n, is conduction electron concentration. This integrates to

ne(t) = ne(O)e - (8). ', 2W 2

-9-



Leakage current conductivity o can thus be expressed (in ohmic regime)

o(t) = qiene(o)e Ot (9)

The degradation time constant 13 depends on three important parameters: varying directly with ion

mobility and applied voltage, and inversely with J4, . It appears that one could estimate ion mobility from

a slope of the I vs t curve, but this neglects the fact that p, is also changing with time, perhaps as much as

n,3) (i.e. the experimental 13 is not the same as the 13 in the above equation).

$ Model 2

A second model is based on a reduction of the grain boundary (GB) barrier height with time. If

carrier flow is limited by transport across GB potential barriers, current can be expressed as I is proportional

to e- b/AT where 9B is GB barrier height. For uniform grains, qtiQ B where QG, is negative charge trapped

at the GB and ND is donor density in the grains. Assume that ND is constant and QaB decreases linearly

with time due to a flux of positive ions into the GB. QG, would then reduce to Q0G(O)(I - at) and

QAi Q2(O)(I - 2 at) for at < < 1. (PB would thus decrease linearly with time, and current would go as

lae- (b/kT - eyt , y = constant (lO)

This model is physically attractive if GB potentials exist, because the field near the GB would tend

to attract positive ions toward the GB on both sides. (A similar model has been used to account for ZnO

varistor degradation due to transport of Zn 2 toward the GB, thus depleting the space charge region(1 1). It

should also be noted, on the other hand, that oxygen ions would be repelled from the GB region, and their

diffusion across the ceramic would overall be inhibited (although they may diffuse along grain boundaries.)

If these two exponential or near-exponential processes are both occurring (reduction of a potential

barrier which would increase mobility, and increase of electron concentration), then the overall effect will

also appear exponential with time.

These arguments can be reversed, and exponential decreases in leakage current predicted. The above

two models would both go in this direction if donors were diffusing out of the ceramic, reducing no, or (p,

was increasing due to increased QGR or decreased ND. We have reported such a decrease in leakage current.

(p. 37 of 1985 Annual Report).

-10-
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b) Activation Energy (E)

Now that the carrier has been identified (at least in the X7R material we have measured), something

should be said about the mode of transport, often characterized by an activation energy. For X7R ceramic

and MLC capacitors we have measured, activation energies have several characteristics:

(i) Values for as-made samples/devices are often in the 1.0-1.3 eV range;

(ii) Values drop to near zero with degradation under voltage/temperature stress( 2,3).

(iii) E is constant from 150'C to 6000 (the range of measurement - see Figure 6)

(iv) E, values are independent of bias voltage for X7R, although decrease with increasing voltage for

Z5U and NPO;(1 8).

(v) Thermoelectric measurements indicate that EA can be attributed almost entirely to transport (i.e.

mobility) as contrasted to thermal activation of charge carriers, especially for degraded (reduced)

ceramic( 3).

There are at least four physical mechanisms to which a 1.3 eV activation energy may be attributed,

in this case: oxygen ion diffusion, polaron hopping transport, grain boundary barrier transport, and thermal

activation of a deep donor. Oxygen diffusion is ruled out because it is not the charge carrier for current,

as was discussed earlier. Deep donor activation is unlikely, judging from our thermo-electric measurements

(where n is essentially constant with temperature). This leaves transport (polaron and grain boundary).

* - Even though impedance measurements indicate there may be GB impedance (discussed later), this is still

an unresolved issue. Assuming GB and polarons have different activation energies, this should be evident

when single crystal BaTi03 is compared to ceramic. But their activation energies are similar. Maybe

polarons and GB transmission have similar EA (see Figure 19). How else should GB impedance be evident?

One would expect a GB activation energy to decrease at high fields; EA for X7R devices do not. If EA for

polarons and GB are similar, the I-V would become super-ohmic if the GB collapsed as V increased, but

E, would remain the same as polarons took over. This is roughly what happens for X7R. (The GB

collapse would not be seen in capacitance, because GB capacitance would be so much larger than that of

the grains, and they are in series). Also if GB impedance is present, and disappears at some high voltage,

one would expect a linear I-V to ensue. This may be an explanation for the very interesting result shown

in Figure 7, for an X7R device, where the I-V curve becomes linear above roughly twice rated voltage.

Thus it appears that polaron and GB transport may exist together in the types of X7R we have

measured. llow then does one account for the decrease in E. resulting from degradation? One way is a

0 V -1 1-
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reduction of the GB potential barrier with time. A second (and even perhaps concurrent) reduction in I,

could be due to a reduced polaron hopping potential. This might be caused by screening of the conduction

electrons (polarons) by other electrons and oxygen vacancies if the latter concentrations get large

eiough(28). EJ would be reduced by an amount( 2 ).

AEA= -q(
4,)

where . is the Debge length.* For electron concentration of 101 cm- 3 and & = lOO.0 AEAI < O.OleV,

which is insignificant.

3. ROLE OF GRAIN BOUNDARIES

Grain boundaries (GB) play such a dominant role in a variety of polycrystalline devices and materials

.a (varistor, thermistor, barrier layer capacitor, poly-Si, thin films, thick films, etc.) that it should be established

what their role is in high resistance/high-K ceramic. In this light, first some models will be discussed, then

some measurements.

a) GB Modelling

It is feasible to start with the same type of model used for poly-Si( 1 5), the Zno varistor( 16) and other

low K, semiconducting materials. In applying such a model to higher K, high resistance and often

,' inhomogeneous materials, we have made several assumptions:

(i) Grains and GB are homogeneous and uniform. It is known that for certain types of MLC

capacitor ceramic this is not true. Rawal and Kahn have reported relatively impurity free grain

cores of tetragonal BaTi0 3 surrounded by heavy donor doped, cubic shells, for

grain-growth-inhibited BaTiO3 (17 ). lowever, GB potential barriers could still exist, even

though modified by the higher donor dopant concentration. Since the electrically active donor

concentration is pretty much an unknown in any case, such inhomogeneity as noted above does

not significantly alter the GB charge trapping, which controls GB impedance. In this regard,

properties of the GB itself are more important than inhomogeneitics, even though the latter will

alter the conduction band shape (ref. 18, Fig. 2).

Assuming classical statistics. The above conclusions don't change significantly if the polaron gas becomes
degenerate.

-14-
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(ii) Charge due to the polorization discontinuity between grains is neglected. As is thought to be the

case for BaTiO3 based thermistors, the effect of this charge below the Curie temperature should

be to compensate roughly half of the trapped GB charge, thus lowering the overall

resistance(1 9 ). Neglect of this charge will thus result in estimated overall GB resistance that

will be on the high side.

(iii) The GB potential barrier is due to trapped electrons and associated positive space charge;

(iv) The GB itself is infinitesimally thin, with no second phase or other material present (with the

possible exception of excess oxygen and dopant atoms).

Thus even though these assumptions are to varying degrees untrue (especially the first two), some

conclusions can still be obtained that are general enough to be valid for high K, high resistance ceramic.

A GB potential barrier is shown in Figure 8. Electrons of total charge Q, = qNGB per cm2 are

trapped below the Fermi level, where NG, is the GB trap density. The GB resistance can be expressed as

RGae*&
kr, which says essentially that only those conduction electrons with energy above p, can be

thermally emitted over the barrier.

The barrier height (p, can be written as

,'A qNW 2  
_ QgB

r.' .~PB - - (12)
2c 8q&ND

using the fact that QGB = 2qWND from charge neutrality. The important materials parameters that influence

'. PB are donor density and dielectric constant.

For given GB trap density and dielectric constant, GB resistance is determined by ND and grain size.

There are two regimes of interest. If W < D/2 (D = grain diameter), the depletion layer extends less than

half-way across the grain. (PB is then given by eq. 12. However, as ND and/or D decrease, there may not

be enough charge in the grain (i.e. conduction electrons) to compensate GB charge QGB. Then Q,,

decreases, and (PB is reduced to the valt:e

_ .. 
qNo(D/2)2S = (13)

2c

This result can be proven by integrating Poisson's equation twice

-15-
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d 2 - qND) (14)

dx2  V.

with boundary conditions dV/dx = V = 0 at X D/2 (x = 0 at GB). The result for potential in the grain

is4

I(x qN) X)2, Ixl , D (15)
AE 22

At x =0, V = qN(D2)2 which verifies (13). This can be compared to the value for large grains

(W < D12, eqn.12). The ratio is

(p8(W > D1i2) 1) 2

(p(W < Di2) = 2(16)

As an example, for ND = 1011 , W would be 10pm if D were - 20p m. But if 1) is say 1 pm, the grains

are totally depleted and (ps is reduced to less than 1% of its large grain value.

The two regimes of grain size are evident in Figure 9, with other parameters indicated. Grains smaller

than 1 pm (for this example) are totally depleted, and barrier height falls accordingly.

Another interesting situation can be seen by comparing equations 12 (undepleted grains) and 13

(depleted grains). In these equations, (p8 varies linearly and inversely with ND. This means that for a given

grain size, (p, decreases for small or large donor concentrations, as shown in Figure 10. In this figure, TB

was determined for D =1 pm, K = 100, and NIB = 10cm- 
.. It is seen that for N, outside of the

1016 - lO'9cm I range, (p, is less than about O.1eV, i.e. not very important.

This flatness of the conduction band at low and high carrier concentration, with a peaking in between,

is illustrated in Figure 11.

In all of these examples, dielectric constant of 100 was assumed. If K is in the range 2,000-8,000, such

as for X7R or Z5U capacitors, Tpj would be reduced by a factor of 20-80, which is substantial. Of course,

this decrease due to high K could be balanced by larger NIB, since (pfaN 8 . One mechanism could be excess

-4. oxygen atoms at the GB, each of which would contribute two electron traps toward VIB.

We have discussed current flow across GB, and the voltage division between grain and 6B, in

published papers( 18,20). In summary, a ceramic GB should influence current in the same way as for
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pol cr. stalline semiconductors, with the complication that a larger fraction is dropped across the grain itself.

GB and grain voltage (IVGandVG) are related by( 2 0 ) the relation

In I -n[ - (; eB + l)kT] (17)G q R1 J0,

where R; is grain resistance, 1, is thennionic reverse current (viewing the GB as back-to-back Schottky

diodes) and (P + i is distance from the Fermi energy to the top of the barrier height.

In last years report(2 ), and in published form(18) we have pointed out the similarity between the

super-ohmic I-V behavior seen for MLC capacitors, and that of GB controlled devices such as varistors and

poly-Si. It cannot be duduced directly from I-V curves, however, whether or not the MI,C super ohmic

nature is due to the collapse of a GB potential barrier with applied voltage( 2 1). (GB controlled

semiconductors, such as poly-Si and BaTi0 P'C, are easier to model because their resistance is ttay

GB controlled; grai resistance is apparent only at very high current density).

Then one must ask: low can grain and GB resistances be experimentally identified? There are two

ways that have been used for polycrystalline materials:

(i) Place microprobes across a grain, and across a GB. This is feasible for large-grained

material( 2 2 ), but may be difficult for commercial X7R and COG ceramic, where grain sizes are

less than a micron. Another possible problem for high resistance materials is the possibility of

modified surface regions (surface leakage).

(ii) Use of impedance - frequency measurements. This method has been used for some time on

intermediate-resistance ceramnic( 2 3 ) (up to I MP), and may be viable for bulk parameters of

hichi-resistance ceramic. Tlhis method is discussed next.

b) Impcdance- Erequency Mcasurements

Complex impedance (Z = Z' + jZ") or admittance (Y = I/Z) measurements have been used to

separate internal resistance contributions of polycrystallinc materials, along the lines originally reported by

Baucrlc( 2 3 ). Extcnsive measurements have been reported for intermediate resistance solids, such as

,ttria-modificd zirconia(2 3,2 4 ).

I he mthd is based on the fact that an R-C network produces a simicircle in the negative half of the

,.i L complex impedance plane, as illustrated in Figure 12. '[his can be extended to two or more RC sections

Hlgure 13). with a distinct semicircle appearing for each R-C section if none of the RC time constants are
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Figure 12. Impedance plot for single R-C network.
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close together. If the semicircles are distinct resistance values are determined from Z' intercepts, and

capacitance values from the condition coRC-- I at the minima, where (o is angular frequency.

There are several difficulties in apply rng this technique to high resistance ceramic:

(i) If more than one semicircle exist, they are usually not distinct, but overlap, in an extreme case

merging into one (nearly equal RC time constants). Interpretation then becomes more

difficult(2 5).

(ii) High resistance ceramic (which may be well over 101 D at room temperature, depending on

geometry, etc.) must be heated in order to be measurable on most commercial bridges (a widely

used impedance analyzer - the HP 4192A - has a upper limit of 1.3 MQ).

(iii) A lumped model may be inappropriate, since components of a given section may be distributed

(due to non-uniform contacts, inhomogeneous GB, etc.)

(iv) If the material is dispersive - i.e. R and/or C depend on frequency - the impedance plot will be

modified, the amount depending on the degree of dispersion. Since most materials are dispersive

to some degree, this ultimately has to be taken into account.

With these adversities in mind, we began impedance measurements in Fall 1985, on commercial NPO,

X7R and Z5U ceramic from Coming, and into 1986 on those pieces and some BaTi0 3 discs from Penn

State. We have also measured some commercial ZnO based varistors and some zirconia single crystals, since

they are dominated by and free from grain boundaries, respectively. Measurement temperatures for these

samples were dictated by sample resistance, as noted above, since an HP 4192A bridge was used.

Plots for a GE VI8ZAI varistor are shown in Figure 14, and for an yttria stabilized zirconia disc in

Figure 15. The varistor semicircle is due to GB impedance alone. As suspected from the highly

super-ohmic I-V curve for the varistor, the impedance semicircle can be collapsed by applying bias (this

*! was also used to reduce varistor resistance so that measurement could be made at lower temperature; the

, Figure 14 curves were done at biases of 10 and 15 volts). There is no evidence of contact resistance on the

varistor characteristic.

Such voltage biasing could be very important when applied to capacitor ceramic during impedance

measurements, for modulation of a given R-C section, which would be evident on the impedance plot.

The zirconia plot shows two curves; the complete semicircle is attributed to the body, and the low

frequency tail to contacts( 24 ). (All samples had Pt electrodes).
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Figures 16-18 are for commercial BaTiO3 based NPO, X7R and Z5U ceramic obtained from Corning

Electronics, at indicated temperatures. (Runs made at other temperatures showed similar structure, as long

as total resistance was below 1.3 MD). Two samples of each type were measured.

NPO samples gave approximate semicircles for all runs. There is no clear evidence of additional

structure or contact effects on the low frequency side.

X7R samples exhibit two distinct semicircles for all temperatures. The upper frequency curve is

attributed to the ceramic body; the lower frequency one could be due to either GB or contacts. Their

contribution would appear at lower frequencics since their capacitance values would be larger (effective

capacitive thicknesses much less than that of body).

Z5U samples also show some low frequency structure (Figure 18). The relative flatness of the low

frequency curve could be due to non-uniform contact, which can't be represented by a single R-C section,

but requires a larger number, which would flatten the overall curve.

The two resistance values deduced from Figure 17 (X7R), at different temperatures, have nearly equal

thermal activation energies. (See Fig. 19). If the two circles do represent grains and GB, then a common

mechanism might dominate grain and GB carrier concentration/transport. Further measurements (voltage

biased impedance measurements, for example) will be needed to clarify this.

There is also evidence of impedance plot structure dependence on BaTi03 stoichiometry, as seen in

Figs. 20 and 21, for Ba-deficient and Ba-rich discs. There is evidence of grain, GB and contact Li pedance

for the Ba-rich disc at high, mid and low frequencies respectively. The Ba-deficient disc indicates only one

impedance contribution. This difference could exist in part if the Ba-deficient disc is p-type, because of the

high work function of the Pt electrodes, resulting in ohmic contacts. More detailed interpretation and

comparison depends on such things as GB segregation, grain size, second phases, etc.

There are several recommendations that can be made for samples such as the above BaTi0 3 discs.

a) Voltage bias, as noted earlier, could be used to modulate whichever parts are voltage sensitive; b)

variation of grain size (with constant thickness) would change the grain to GB resistance ratio, which might

be discernible in the impedance plot; c) variation of thickness (keeping grain size constant) would alter both

the grain and GB resistances, but contact resistance should remain constant. Techniques such as these

might be useful for separating and studying grain, GB and contact components of impedance.
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4. F1tECTROI)E - CIRAMIC INTERFACF; l)I!FIECTRIC TIIICKNiSS

it is known that the nature of the electrode can have an important influence on the final properties

of high-K ceraiic used for MLC capacitors( 2 7 ), and for thickness film capacitors( 2 8 ). The role of the

electrode in leakage current and degradation is not as clear.

Over this reporting period we have completed measurements on a set of non-internally electroded

Nl X7R chips provided by Coming Electronics. (Some of the early measurements were discussed in the

1985 Annual Report .) Chip thicknesses varied from 2.2mm down to 0.22mm, and had a guard ring contact

with Au Pt electrodes.

I-V measurements were made from IOV to 1OOOV at temperatures from 200'C to 350'C, in argon and

air ambients. Both bulk and surface currents were measured. Major points related to the I-V curves

are(2 ,' 9). (see :igre 22):

I. '1here are two distinct regions of different voltage behavior: an ohmic region below transition voltage

V, (V, depends on thickness); and a super-ohmic region above V.

2.The upper region depends on ambient; currents increase rough-ly as VI- 2-1 in argon, and as V-1- -1 in1

air. The ohmic region is independent of ambient.

'I he upper voltage region is attributed to space charge limited currents (SCI.C), whose injection

cfficiency depends on an ambient-dependent electrode-ceramic interface. The ohmic region is ambient

independent, therefore only a very thin layer is changed by the ambient. This is consistent with the fact that

changing the ambient had no effect on surface current.

Measurements made on chips polished to different thicknesses are shown in Figure 23 (in air at
A

*. 250'C). A super-ohmic region is seen in all cases at higher voltages, and the ohmic to SCLC transition
-p

* ' voltage Vr decreases linearly with sample thickness d (Figure 24).

A linear dependence of V, on thickness ;3 not expected for planar SCLC (Va.o) is expected. For

a spherical cathode emitting to a planar anode, Vr should ideally be independent of thickness( 30 ). it is

interesting that our result (VId) is in between these two cases.

A linear dependence of VT on d requires that both the ohmic and SCLC regions be power functions

of electric field V/d, i.e. V/d for the ohmic case and (V/d), with 1.3 < n < 2.1 for SCIC.
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Electrical parameters for these chips are summarized in Table 1. It is seen that resistivity (DC,

250'C) and dielectric constant (1KlIz, room temp.) are essentially independent of thickness. This indicates

that the parameters are bulk quantities and that contact effects are not important for these parameters.

Table I

Electrical Parameters of X7R Chips

Ohmic Dielectric
d(mm)SCLC Slope Resistivity Constant

2.30 1.3-1.8 4.1xl09fcm 2830
'- 1.92 1.4 3.5 2878

1.21 1.3 4.1 2300""1.12 1.3 4.1 24300.97 1.3 3.9 2320
0.49 1.3 4.3 2
0.39 1.4 4.2
0.22 1.2 5.3 2880

For a given chip, VT is independent of temperature, as seen in Figure 25, for chips of 1.21 and 2.30mm

thickness. This means that the voltage prefactors for the two current regimes have equal temperature

dependences. The ohmic prefactor is nql/d where symbols have their usual meanings. Most SCLC models

have current proportional to !i (mobility). Thus, a temperature independent VT is consistent with the fact

that carrier concentration n is nearly constant( 3 ), and both ohmic and SCLC currents are proportional to

Ai.

For comparison, I-V characteristics of a 100nF X7R capacitor, made from material similar to that

of the chips, are shown in Figure 26. Since from the data of Figure 24, transition voltage varies with

thickness as VT = 172d (d in mm), the MLC capacitor with d= 1.Smil should be ohmic below about 6

volts. Such a transition in the 1-10 volt range has been reported(1 8).

5. INSTRUMENTATION

Over this reporting period, the leakage current setup was automated. Up to 10 devices can be

monitored under temperature and voltage stress, with leakage currents scanned by a Keithley 705 scanner

and measured by a Keithley 617 electrometer. Control, data storage and manipulation are provided by an

IBM PC-XT, with hardcopy provided by an Okidata printer. Software was developed at Virginia Tech.

It is planned to add a plotter in the near future.
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6. IFlUURE WORK

Our most immediate tasks are the following:

To separate the grain boundary contribution (if any) to insulation resistance from the total for NPO, X7R

and Z5U ceramic and capacitors using complex impedance measurements combined with voltage and

temperature bias;

To continue Galvanic measurements on additional BaTiO3 based samples at higher temperatures

S(> 700°C) to see if oxygen conduction becomes evident;

To continue other measurements (I vs V, T, t, etc.) as necessary, and modelling of leakage current and

degradation mechanisms.
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